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Fnednch Durreumatt (b 1921)
The German Swiss Diirre nuaut acknowledges
the Greek drain tistg Shakeapeaie and Swift as
inij 01 influence^ He describes his work as
theatre of paradox revealing- precisely the
imirto-aeal effects of smc logic He i» an
unTaiing critic of contemrorary society vLo e
(Hn"erous tendencies he exposes in stnlant, and
biz trre tlctions renuni. cent of the later Shaw
1959
The Marriage cf Mi
An extravaj, vnza pose^ the opposition be
trceen two principles carried to their logical and
farcie il extreme One is a pasaon for the law of
Moses interpreted as retributive justice The
other is pure Marxian The two characters
embodying these principles together with a
Quixotic lover ire manipulated and destroyed by
an unscrupulous politician
The Fisif
•Ln old multi millionairess re-visits her birth
place and offers the inhabitants £1 000 000 to
murder her former lover who had denied her
paternity order Gradually persuading them
selves that they are acting nistly they comply
DOrrenmatt cleverly maintains suspense in his
withering satire on love of money hypocrisy and
the sycophancy of press and radio
The Physicists    1963
Durrenmatt has =aid that this arresting play is
not so much, about the hydrogen bomb as about
Boeietj itself and the impossibility of escaping tie
consequences of one s thinking
The central character attempting to suppress
scientific discovenes that may lead to the hydro
gen bomb retires to a private asylum pretending
to be in contact with King Solomon There he is
first m danger of two spies pretending to the
delusion that they are Einstein and Newton and
eventually of the mad proprietress whose use of
his discoveries will lead to the destruction of the
human race
The Meteor    1968
Another play of paradox has as hero a man who
wishes to die but cannot
Schwitter (Patrick Magee) famous dramatist
and Nobel prizewinner already proclaimed dead in
hospital returns to the garret of his youth to die
In vain As the old egoist swaggers drinks
makes love one by one those who touch his orbit
meet their death
The symbolism is unclear Is Schwitter the
egoistic kind of artist who feeds on the lives of
others? The most effective incident — his dialogue
with an ancient tart — cynically suggests that his
art also has been prostitution for he too has
supplied artificial emotion to meet public demand
The chief weakness of the play is that the sax
prise wears thin An original idea adequate to a
one act play has been inflated too far
Charles Dyer
Dyer s first success was The Rattle of a Simple
Man
The Staircase    1966    P
One of the fiankest plays concerning homo
sexuality is a dialogue between the middle aged
Charles Dver (Scofield) and Harry C Leeds
(Magee) during a wretched Sunday night in their
poky barber s shop in Brixton the cage they have
co habited for twenty years
Charlie is saidoruc aggressive cruel Harry
a messy talker is softer protective Their
endless sauabblmg m ribald argot comic anc
searing vents their exacerbated irritation but
underneath is glimpsed the pain of social isolation
the mother fixation the frustrated hankering for
offspring the fear of exposure
T S Eliot (1888-1965)    Seeaho'MSA
In his attempt to revive poetic drama the
distinguished poet T 8 Ehot was moved by
deeply religious and social aims modestly regard
 ins his work as experimental that of the first
generation onlv The verse he evolved was of a
lowing poetic rhythm close to conteinworarj
speech and based on natural stress ^Normally
ic used a line with three stresses and varyinR length
In his two pi iys of the th rties Eliot had
adopted the ritualistic themes and patterns of
Greek drama and had achieved a, certain tragic
intensity But the Cocl tail Party inaugurated a
new style the theme still being1 Christian re
demntion jnd the rtlot denvuu. from Creek
•Inma but the idiom that of the fashionable
comedy of manner In spite of subtle oreamsa
tion the liaison has been an uneasy one
It is curious that the creator of Prufrock should
seem unable fully to animate his dramatis per
=onae This is partly because their inspiration is
literary partly because they are used to illustrate
VnUiean doctrine and to convey a mes age !Nor
do they below? to the impeccable background
against which they are so carefully placed
The wealth and subtlety of reference of these
play-, and the beauty of the language make them
a delight to the reader but they are less compelling
on the stage
Tfif Cocl tail Party    1949    F
This play revived m 196S has its hterarv
origin in Euripides tragi comedy ilwlw the
demi god Hercules being replaced bi Keilly the
pvrehiatnst whose intervention breaks the back
of the plaj for it is not ea&y to sympathise with
people who let their actions be so directed
The Confidential ClerJ     19o3
Described as high farce this play derives
from another tragi-comedy of Euripides the Ion
whose theme of parents seeking their lost children
reappears in Terence Plautus and Shakespeare
The Elder Statesman    1955
Ehot here returns to a tragedy the Oedipus at
Colonm of Sophocles but the youthful peccadilloes
of Lord Claverton appear pallid compared with the
patricide and incest of Sophocles protagonist
Jules Feifier
Feiffer the New York strip cartoonist of inter
national fame now writes plays
Little Murders    1967
The blustering Newquist family of New "iork
embody what Feiffer has called the national
paranoia in face of random violence and when
the daughter Patsy introduces her fiancg Alfred
who is so strong that he never retaliates they are
incredulous But Patsy is killed by some stray
bullet Alfred adopts the Newquist ethos and the
fan ily is happilv united sniping down harmless
passers by
The mam theme is clear Man hates tv ar but is
fascinated by it	Peace is a Sissy The play
began as a novel which may account for the
plethora of other stimulating ideas which are never
fully integrated and also for some highly enter
taming satirical vignettes not entirely relevant
God Bless    1968
This Shavian satire scintillates with dramatic
and verbal paradox epigram and uooic under
statement and improves on reading
It is timed in the immediate future with
America waging war in three continents and is
set fa the library of the Liberal Brackman CDot
nee) America s oldest elder statesman
On his 110th birthday he is cynically dictating
the record of his shilly shallying career -used by
Feiffer as an image of the American Liberal
compromise as a betrayal of principle a sell
out His narrative is punctuated by teletype
and television presentations of mounting insur
rection off stage Then two heavily armed
agitators for Peace and Civil Bights formerly
Brackman's Harvard students enter soon to be
followed by the President himself
As forty six cities go up m flames the President
reveals that the agitators have actually been

